City of Palo Alto Staff Report to Public Art Commission
November 4, 2021
RE: Agenda Item 4
Recommendation:
Staff recommends that the Public Art Commission initiate deaccession proceedings as outlined in the
City’s Deaccession of Artwork Policy for a series of six murals painted at 2605 Middlefield Rd in Palo
Alto.
Summary:
Staff recommends that the Public Art Commission initiate deaccession review process for the series of
six text art murals, each consisting of a short poem stenciled onto a different background and painted
on the south-facing exterior wall of Walgreens located at 2605 Middlefield Rd, based on the process and
conditions outlined in the City’s Deaccession of Artwork Policy 1-59/CSD (Attachment A) adopted in
December 2016.
Background: Ideation and commission history
In 2002, the Public Art Commission in partnership with the Midtown Residents Association formed a Art
Committee (2 members of the PAC, 3 Midtown residents, and local poet Elizabeth Biller Chapman) and
launched a public call for a community poetry competition, open to people of all ages residing, working,
or attending school in Palo Alto and Stanford, to submit original poems of 30 words or less interpreting
the Midtown neighborhood, or conveying community in general. The Committee solicited over a
hundred submissions from community members, and selected 6 finalists, including Ron LeBlanc, Amelia
Saliba Long, Elizabeth Ray Mittmann, Liz Cowie, Sharon Olson, and Janice Dabney. Each finalist received
a cash prize out of the City funds for their winning poem: first-place finalist LeBlanc won $250, and the
second-place winners received $100 each.
The initial project had been planned and budgeted for a temporary display of the poems by 5 second
place winners (Amelia Saliba Long, Elizabeth Ray Mittmann, Liz Cowie, Sharon Olson, and Janice Dabney)
printed on vinyl material temporarily for a period of 6 months, and the first prize winner’s poem (Ron
LeBlanc) would be then be painted as a mural thereafter. The PAC solicited bids for printing on vinyl.
However, constrained by high fabrication bids ranging between $13,000 - $15,000, the PAC decided to
paint the mural directly onto the south-facing exterior wall featuring all 6 poems. The Public Art
Commissioners designed the mural layout in-house. The painting of the 120’ x 6’ mural was
implemented by Signs Unlimited for $8,820 in 2003. A dedication plaque was fabricated and installed in
2004 for $430.

The project was funded through the Art in Public Places CIP fund and through a private donation in the
amount of $3,000 from Village Tropicana/Decatur Limited Partnership.
Discussion: Mural condition concerns, repairs and conservation assessments (2010 – to-date)
By 2010 the mural appeared to be in poor overall condition. The photo records of the mural dated from
December 2010 demonstrate extensive areas of paint discoloration, blanching and fading (Attachment
B) across the entire mural. In 2012, the mural was completely repainted by Signs Unlimited. According to
the condition report provided by San Francisco-based ARG Conservation Services in 2016, the
refurbishing project “involved the filling of impact related damages, followed by in-painting. Also, colors
were said to be “revived” with matching paint and the application (several layers of latex paint) of an
anti-graffiti coating” (unknown type) (Attachment B). The total cost for the repainting of the mural by
Signs United was $10,135.
In August 2016, Public Art Program staff hired ARG Conservation Services to conduct condition
assessments of all murals in the City’s public art collection. The condition assessment stated evidence of
visible water staining and streaking throughout, and discoloration resulting from exposure to UV light or
heating and cooling from direct sunlight” (Attachment C).
Between 2016 and 2021, the existing conditions of the mural have significantly worsened. Although the
overall condition of various areas of the mural range from good to poor, the appearance of the mural
presents significant cosmetic concerns. In summer 2021, PAP staff and representatives from Ventana
Property Services who oversee the building on behalf of the property owner had several conversations
about the current condition and potential repair options.
Public Art staff made a report to the Public Art Commission in August 2021 regarding the current
condition of the mural, presenting the Commission with the project history, previous repair and
condition reporting, and images of the existing mural. Staff sought feedback from the Commission to
either proceed with the repair and repainting of the mural for an amount up to $10,000 (based on an
estimated provided by a contractor), or for staff to return with a full report to request the deaccession
process prior to commissioning a new mural at that site. The Commission expressed concerns about the
condition of the wall and recommended that Staff investigate the condition of the site further to
determine feasibility of any further repairs to the mural. Commissioners then recommended that staff
prepare a comprehensive report that will further inform the Commission’s decision whether they should
preserve the existing mural, or proceed with the deaccessioning process of the existing mural, and
potentially commissioning another mural at that site. The report should include a current condition
assessment of the artwork, site, and any public comments and input regarding the murals.
Following the PAC recommendations, Public Art staff hired Preservation Arts, a Bay Area-based fine art
conservator, to conduct a condition assessment, and provide a detailed condition report and treatment
proposal. The provided condition report stated that “the Poetry Wall murals were examined on October
12, 2021. In summary, they range in condition from good to poor, with conditional issues being mainly
caused by two factors: ultraviolet light exposure and water damage. The latex paint and coating act as
a polymer “film” which prevents the evaporation of water in the wall, causing blistering, tension

cracking, and paint loss. Images of the murals from 2017, 2019, and 2020 (provided by Google Street
View) show that the damage has worsened significantly in just a few years. An extensive conservation
treatment would be required to stabilize and restore the murals however, treatment cannot prevent
future cracking, blistering, and paint loss in new areas, and issues are likely to be ongoing. It is
recommended to address the problem of water ingress in the wall before conservation treatment is
carried out, otherwise it is likely that the murals will need maintenance every few years in order to
repair new areas of damage. In addition, the high degree of UV exposure has caused significant and
uneven fading of the paint, as well as blanching and discoloration of the paint and coating. This is a
permanent change.” The cost of stabilization, cleaning, and visual repairs of the mural is estimated at
$12,635-$13,650. The full condition report and treatment proposal is included with this staff report
(Attachment D)
Public Art staff and PAC received a number of public letters and had phone conversations with a
Midtown neighborhood representative in support of preserving and repairing the existing Poetry Wall
mural (Link).
Staff estimates that a total of $19,465 to commission and maintain the mural out of the City funds has
been paid since 2003 to date, including:
• $750 – cash awards to 6 poets
• $5,820 – original painting of the mural in 2003
• $430 – dedication plaque
• $10,135 – repainting of the mural in 2012
• $800 (approx. cost per mural as part of a larger condition report for 13 murals in the City
Collection) Condition assessment and report by ARG in 2016
• $1,530 – Condition assessment and report by Preservation Arts in 2021
Of the considerations for deaccession outlined in the policy, staff recommends that the PAC consider
deaccession of the Poetry Wall mural from the City’s permanent collection for the following
considerations:
•
•
•

The Artwork requires excessive maintenance or has faults in design, material, or workmanship,
and repairs or remedy is impractical or unfeasible;
The Artwork has deteriorated, and repair is impractical or unfeasible;
The condition of the Artwork cannot be reasonably guaranteed.

Reasons for deaccession do not include aesthetic taste or public opinion. There are no formal appraisals
for the artworks and staff could not locate any auction records for the artists.
Timeline and Budget Considerations:
Should the Public Art Commission vote to proceed with the deaccession review process for the Poetry
Wall mural painted on the south-facing exterior wall of Walgreens located at 2605 Middlefield Rd, staff
will immediately notify the authors of the featured poems, Property owner and managing company, and

community stakeholders of the deaccession proceedings. The final deaccession decision will be
calendared for the February 2022 Public Art Commission meeting. Should the Commission decide to
deaccession the artwork at that time, then staff will coordinate the removal of the artwork, in
accordance with the City’s deaccession policy. The Commission may also request that Public Art staff to
consider re-fabricating the Artwork as a temporary mural and reproduce it an alternative media (i.e.
printed on vinyl and fastened to an alternative substrate or adhesive aluminum sheet adhered directly
to the wall).

Attachments:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Deaccession policy
Mural images in 2010 (before repairs in 2012)
Condition Report by ARG Conservation Services (2016)
Condition Report and Conservation Treatment Ppoposal by Preservation Arts (2021)

Attachment B – Archived images of the Poetry Wall mural from 2010 (All images by Camera Club)

Camino del Medio

YEAR

---by Sharon Olsen
LOCATION

Walgreens Building
2605 Middlefield Rd.
DIMENSIONS

239” l x 72” h
TREATMENT PRIORITY

Low
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DESCRIPTION

The mural Camino del Medio is part of a series of murals
on the Poetry Wall located on the east elevation of a
Walgreens building. The series of murals runs along the
entire side length of the Walgreens building and each
mural varies in condition. Each mural contains a line of
poetry. The murals have been painted using latex paint
with a semi-gloss or eggshell sheen. Paint was applied
using stencils, brushes, and paint rollers.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
Mural

Detail of water staining and streaking.

ʴʴ Overall general soiling.
ʴʴ Water staining and streaks throughout.
ʴʴ Discoloration resulting from exposure to UV light or
heating and cooling from direct sunlight.
ʴʴ Minor scuff marks.
ʴʴ Biogrowth at sill.
Site

ʴʴ Building is occupied by Walgreens.
ʴʴ High automobile and pedestrian traffic due to location
adjacent to driveway leading to parking lot.
ʴʴ Nearby building lights provide light to mural at night.
TREATMENT HISTORY

Records provided by the Palo Alto Art Program indicate
that the mural received a “traditional” and “conservative”
art touch-up in May of 2012. The art touch-up involved the
filling of impact related damages, followed by in-painting.
Also, colors were said to be “revived” with matching paint
and the application of an anti-graffiti coating.
ʴʴ Susan E. Causey VP of Management Services email
concerning revival of mural (January 5, 2012).

Detail of water staining and scuff marks.

ʴʴ Signs Unlimited, Estimate for Touch-ups (March 14,
2012).
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TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

ʴʴ Overall dry cleaning with vulcanized rubber sponges and
conservation erasers.
ʴʴ By trained conservator: selective wet cleaning of areas
with heavy soiling using melamine sponges, conservationgrade detergents, and solvents.
ʴʴ In-paint areas with missing finish that have eroded and
abraded away.
ʴʴ Apply UV-light-resistant and anti-graffiti coatings.
TREATMENT COST ESTIMATE

Detail of abrasion marks.

Labor (three conservators x 24 hrs x $125/hr)...........$9,000
Materials...............................................................................$1000
Total.......................................................................................$10,000
*Does not include administrative, insurance, and
transportation costs.
MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS

ʴʴ Monitor conditions for paint loss or damage.
ʴʴ Dry clean using soft cloths or vulcanized rubber sponges.
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

ʴʴ An assessment of the structure and wall should be
performed every 3 to 5 years to evaluate the existing
condition of the stucco wall, building roof, and drainage
system.
ʴʴ An application of protective UV-light-resistant and antigraffiti coatings should be performed every 2 to 3 years.

Detail of biogrowth at sill.
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OVERALL LIFESPAN

Overall lifespan is dependent on treatment and adherence
to maintenance recommendations.
RELOCATION PLANS

No known plans for relocation. Relocation is not advised.

Overall view of mural.

Detail of water staining and streaking.
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Condition Report and Treatment Proposal
Date:
Client:
Object:
Location:

October 12, 2021 (revised Oct 22, 2021)
City of Palo Alto, attn. Nadya Chuprina
Poetry Wall, by Ron LeBlanc, Sharon Olson, Elizabeth Mittmann, Amelia Saliba Long, Janice
Dabney, and Liz Cowic. Latex on stucco, 2003-2012.
2605 Middle eld Rd., Palo Alto

Executive Summary:
e Poetry Wall murals were examined on October 12, 2021. In summary, they range in condition from good to poor, with
conditional issues being mainly caused by two factors: ultraviolet light exposure and water damage. e latex paint and
coating act as a polymer “ lm” which prevents the evaporation of water in the wall, causing blistering, tension cracking, and
paint loss. Images of the murals from 2017, 2019, and 2020 (provided by Google Street View) show that the damage has
worsened signi cantly in just a few years. An extensive conservation treatment would be re uired to stabilize and restore the
murals, however, treatment cannot prevent future cracking, blistering, and paint loss in new areas, and issues are likely to be
ongoing. It is recommended to address the problem of water ingress in the wall before conservation treatment is carried out,
otherwise it is likely that the murals will need maintenance every few years in order to repair new areas of damage.
In addition, the high degree of UV exposure has caused signi cant and uneven fading of the paint, as well as blanching and
discoloration of the paint and coating. is is a permanent change.

Preservation-Arts.com

510.808.7894

info@preservation-arts.com

743 47th Street #102, Oakland, CA 94609

Condition Report: Poetry Wall Murals

Description and Materials:
e artwork is a series of six text art murals, each consisting of a short poem stenciled onto a di erent background. ey are
located on an south-facing exterior wall located at 2605 Middle eld Road in Palo Alto and each mural is approximately 6 x
20 . e murals were originally painted in 2003, but underwent repairs and were completely repainted in 2012 by Signs
Unlimited. e substrate is stucco, onto which has been applied several layers of latex paint. e original beige color of the
wall is visible in areas of loss, followed by the original paint layers, then the 2012 paint layers, then nally an overall surface
coating of unknown type.

Condition Report:
Mural 1: “A Tree Calls Out”, by Ron LeBlanc
○
e mural is in good overall condition.
○
ere is at least one ne surface crack present, which is stable and in plane.
○
ere are two long black scu marks present at either side of the mural.
○
ere are bird droppings which run down the lower center portion of the mural.
○
ere is dirt and dust overall.
Mural 2: “Camino del Medio”, by Sharon Olson
○
e mural is in fair overall condition, but with signi cant cosmetic concerns.
○
ere is a surface crack which runs down the center of the mural. It appears to be stable and in plane.
○
ere is extensive blanching and fading of the paint lm from UV damage, leaving it highly uneven. e blanching is
unlikely to be improved by re-varnishing.
○
ere are accretions at the lower le side and drip marks along the top of the mural.
○
ere is dirt and dust overall.
Mural 3: “Being Six in my Neighborhood”, by Elizabeth Mittmann
○
e mural is in fair overall condition, with some water damage.
○
ere are numerous long, ne surface cracks overall, which appear stable.
○
ere is an abrasion and loss to the paint at the center right sight edge, along with scu marks.
○
ere is blistering of the paint lm along with tension cracking and paint loss in the bottom le corner.
○
ere are a few small paint losses and abrasions in the bottom le corner.
○
ere is dirt and dust overall.
“ ankful”, by Amelia Saliba Long
○
e mural is in fair overall condition, but with signi cant cosmetic concerns.
○
ere are numerous surface cracks present, most of which are stable. Two of the cracks in the central area of the
mural have associated areas of li ing paint.
○
ere is signi cant bluish discoloration of the lower part of the mural. e discoloration appears to have been caused
by a failure of the surface coating.
○
ere are several large brownish food accretions at the lower right side of the mural.
○
ere is dirt and dust overall.
“First Bike”, by Janice Dabney
○
e mural is in poor overall condition.
○
ere are several ne surface cracks in the mural, which appear stable.
○
ere are numerous large areas of loss to the upper layer of paint, revealing the original mural surface, which is dry
and chalky in appearance. e edges of these paint losses are li ing and unstable, risking future paint loss.

Preservation-Arts.com
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ere are two areas of blistering in the paint lm. e delamination in this mural appears to be between the old and
new layers of paint.
○
ere are several large areas where the paint or varnish has blanched.
○
ere is dirt and dust overall.
“Tending the Same Garden”, by Liz Cowic
○
e mural is in poor overall condition.
○
ere are several surface cracks in the mural, which are generally stable. Two of the smaller cracks have associated
blistering paint and paint loss.
○
ere is extensive blistering of the paint lm. e delamination in this mural appears to be between all three layers of
paint (the original painted wall, the original mural, and the repainted mural).
○
ere are several large losses to the paint.
○
ere are several large areas where the coating has blanched or discolored to a pale yellow color.
○
ere is dirt and dust overall.
○

Treatment Proposal
If there is water ingress in the wall, it is likely that blistering, cracking, and loss to the paint will be a recurring issue. Latex
paints also so en at high temperatures, and heat from the sun may exacerbate the blistering. Furthermore, ne surface cracks
that are currently stable may allow water to permeate the stucco support, and are expected to become worse over time.
A new UV-protective coating is recommended in order to protect new inpainting. It would inhibit fading and deterioration
of the paint and existing coating, but is unlikely to saturate out the already faded areas of the mural. e faded areas (such as
on “Camino del Medio” are so extensive that they would likely have to be fully repainted. Localized retouching/toning would
likely not achieve a good visual result. Only toning of the most severely discolored areas is recommended.
Stabilization, Cleaning, and Visual Integration
○ Consolidation of unstable surface cracks, blisters, and aking paint using a stable, conservation-grade media, applied
by brush or injected via syringe.
○ Overall surface cleaning to remove heavy dirt and food-based accretions
○ Solvent removal of ta ing and scu marks, if necessary
○ Inpainting of losses and re-stenciling of missing letters using a stable, conservation-grade media
○ Toning of severely discolored pale blue areas on “ ankful” mural
○ Overall application of UV-protective varnish (such as Golden MSA with UVLS)
Labor (including transportation): 83-90 hours x $145/hr = $12,035 - $13,050
Materials: $600
Transportation $
Total: $12,635 - $13,650

Preservation-Arts.com
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Photographs:

Mural 1 Overall

Crack

Li ing/Tenting/Cupping

Blistering/Blind Cleavage

Paint Loss

Grime/Accretion

Discoloration/Blanching

Schematic of Mural 1 Showing Damages
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Mural 2 Overall

Crack

Li ing/Tenting/Cupping

Blistering/Blind Cleavage

Paint Loss

Grime/Accretion

Discoloration/Blanching

Schematic of Mural 2 Showing Damages
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Mural 3 Overall

Crack

Li ing/Tenting/Cupping

Blistering/Blind Cleavage

Paint Loss

Grime/Accretion

Discoloration/Blanching

Schematic of Mural 3 Showing Damages
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Mural 4 Overall

Crack

Li ing/Tenting/Cupping

Blistering/Blind Cleavage

Paint Loss

Grime/Accretion

Discoloration/Blanching

Schematic of Mural 4 Showing Damages
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Mural 5 Overall

Crack

Li ing/Tenting/Cupping

Blistering/Blind Cleavage

Paint Loss

Grime/Accretion

Discoloration/Blanching

Schematic of Mural 5 Showing Damages
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Mural 6 Overall

Crack

Li ing/Tenting/Cupping

Blistering/Blind Cleavage

Paint Loss

Grime/Accretion

Discoloration/Blanching

Schematic of Mural 6 Showing Damages
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